BH&HS 2017 Conference Breakout Sessions
First Baptist Church, Augusta, GA
June 2

Conference Theme: “Biographies and Narratives: Baptist Experiences and Convictions”

8:20 – 9:30 am

A. Early Twentieth Century Baptist Women and the Challenges of Modernity

Moderator: Delane Tew

Helen Barrett Montgomery’s War: Fighting for Unity in the Fundamentalist-Modernist Controversy
Mandy McMichael

A “Heart of Wildness”: Caroline Dormon and the Impact of Modernity on Southern Baptist Women
E. Gabrielle Walker

The Christian Home on the College Campus: Progressive Era Women’s Experiences at Southern Baptist Colleges
Joanna Lile

B. Biographies: Baptist Pioneers

Moderator: Stephen Stookey

David Thomas: Eighteenth-century Virginian Baptist
Terry L. Christian

Jesse Bushyhead: Cherokee Missionary and Statesman
Dan Wimberly

Joshua Callaway: Inflexible, Stern and Beloved Georgia Pastor
Anthony Chute
C. Baptist Beliefs

Moderator: Richard Pierard

The Confessional Ecclesiologies of Thomas Helwys and Hanz de Ries: A Brief Analysis
Jonathan McCormick

Comparison and Contrast: Westminster and Second London Baptist Confessions
Malcolm Foley

Baptists, Tax Exemption, and the Johnson Amendment
Dave Holcomb

D. Writing Articles for Scholarly Publication
Bryan Whitfield
9:50 – 11:00 am

**E. Biographies: Baptist Women**

Moderator: Ruth Pitts

The Life of Willie Kelly  
*Delane Tew*

“Peculiar Feelings”: The Life of Henrietta Hall Shuck  
*Andrew Gardner*

Mina S. Everett: First Paid “Women's Worker” in Texas  
*Rosalie Beck*

**F. Biographies: Baptist Missionaries**

Moderator: Alan Lefever

Margretta Adelaide “Dettie” Dudgeon Goldsby Early: A Missionary, Not in Name but in Deed  
*Kathy Robinson Hillman*

Laying the Siege Guns at the Enemies Gate: Baptist Pioneers in New Orleans  
*Lloyd Harsch*

*Oscar Romo and Joshua Grijalva: Contributions to Baptist Life*  
*Jimmy Garcia*

**G. Baptist Theologians and Theology**

Moderator: Andrew Smith

Rauschenbusch and Reformation  
*William Pitts*

How Baptists Understand Their Reformation Legacy: From John Quincy Adams to E.Y. Mullins  
*Doug Weaver*

Bernard Ramm: An Exemplar of the Development of an Evangelical Baptist Identity within the American Baptist Convention  
*Andrew Kim*

**H. Publishing with Mercer University Press**

*Marshal Luttrell*
11:20 – 12:30 pm

I. Baptists in Thought and Action

Moderator: Gary Burton

Concerns of Alabama Baptists Preceding and Following the 1845 Southern Baptist Convention Meeting in Augusta, Ga.
Joshua Lay

Unleashed by Defeat: Brooks Hays and the Promotion of Progressive Christianity
Stephen Stookey

Dreams and Visions: Means of Grace, Spirituality, and Bimodal Interpretation in Baptist Life
Loyd Allen

I. Biographies: Nineteenth Century Baptist Writers

Moderator: Aaron Weaver

Samuel Boykin's Biographical Compendium: Developing a Nineteenth Century Ministerial Profile
Anthony Chute

The Story of the Early Editors of The Alabama Baptist
Elizabeth Wells

J. W. Mitchell: A Leader Among Florida Baptists
Andrew Smith

J. Narratives: Southern Baptist Controversies

Moderator: Doug Weaver

E. Y. Mullins Was Right After All: The Southern Baptist Convention and Moderation
William Ellis

Debating the Atonement: Examining the Humphreys-Patterson Debates of the Conservative Resurgence
Charles Huckaby

Searching for Truth in a Post-Truth World: The Southern Baptist Schism as a Case Study in the Power of Narrative for the Construction of Truth
Adam McDuffie